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My bride accompanied me the entire day at the field and she
said she enjoyed herself. But I still can’t tell if she is faking
it. (joke) Sorry, "Love you sweet heart!"

WHAT’S HAPPENING @ PCC
There
was
an
impromptu
barbeque gathering at Richardson
Field on the 20th of September. It
was suggested by Jim Reimholz
that we have not had a BBQ for a
while. So a few emails later and a
mention of it at the meeting, it is
ON!

The weather was outstanding at the field. Ok, a little warm. I
think I burned a few cells on the back of my neck. But! Take off
and landing in either direction on the runway? (or the weeds)
Priceless!
Lunch. I never eat steak for lunch. I ate a damn good one
today! Who though of this cockamamie Bar-B-Que idea
anyway? Nice!

It was a BYOM (Bring Your
Own Meat) BBQ, but many brought extra to share with
members. Our residence Chef, John, cooked up a storm, he
even brought his own BBQ! There were a few spouses
presented, a rare sight at the Richardson Field! The Weber
BBQ was started about 11:30 am, suddenly the grill space
became scarce, there were more than just meat on the grill,
and it smelled so good. Sorry, we were too busy grilling and
talking, I forgot to snap photos of the food. Believe me, there
were plenty of food, and plenty of people (more than 25)
eating them. I just don't have the photos to go with it!! Next
time, but I do have photos of the flying done afterwards!

I made a pig of myself over indulging in the white peaches that
Brother Chan cracked out. I apologize, Brian but I’d do it
again. Damn those Costco White Peaches!
I took ownership of a beautiful OS-91 Surpass today. It looks
like jewelry! David Santana made me a deal I could not pass!
Thank you David, you're a good man, but you know this.
It was nice to see some young kids out there stirring the pot up
as it were with the older kids. Perhaps the hobby has a future!
And Simone and Warren, you kids are an inspiration to
me. The two of you have never stopped doing “COOL” stuff
all your lives. I love you two for that.

Here is a personal report from an excited member,

Speaking of COOL, Robert's daughter flying glow? How
about that Dreamliner pilot in the making.

Gentlemen,
If I may say:
What a hallmark day it’s been today!
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Shade: It’s moving along. Ken and Dave Santana have the
parts and the junctions figured out. Thanks guys!

My brother Rome came over the hill with Bridget to watch us
fly. I know you weren’t feeling the best but you came out
anyways. Thank you both for being there with us.

New Business:

We must have left a door light on in our Jeep and the battery
was dead by the time we were ready to leave but it was
“K-Stud” to the rescue! Kenny got us fired right up! Thanks
Kenny!

Safety: The battery sand can is NOT a garbage bin. YES
drop a ballooned one into the can but don’t leave them
forever. Thanks.
Mike S:

I was on the field about seven hours but flew for maybe twenty
minutes or so in total. The rest of the time was hanging out
eating, BS’ing, in the hallowed company of you good folks to
which I am humbled, enriched and very thankful for your
friendships.

While the Turbine Ban has been lifted, it is still too dry to
fly.
Hits and Misses: None
Show and Tell:

Got me thinking that this year marks twenty-five years of
continuous membership for me in PCC and any club is only as
good as it’s members, and you guys are amongst the best. Add
that to the aforementioned and yea, I’d say today was a haul
mark day! Thanks for being the best part of it!

Mike Showed a Foamie Pitts Night Flier with electro
luminescent tape. Looks like a nice looking platform in the
night sky.
Greg showed a Telemaster with a three channel single stick
radio: Old School stuff.

Still,

Lew Showed a Fly Zone Corsair Electric. Nice looking RTF.
He bought it at a swap meet for $50.00 WITH the receiver
and battery 3S-2200.

Geppetto

SEPTEMBER MEETING MINUTES

Oliver showed a P-51 Horizon he bought with a coupon to a
woman’s clothing store.

Dennis Lowry
September 16, 2015

Oliver showed a Float Plane with the CG a little far back.

Call to Order: By Mike Solaegui, PCC President.

Oliver showed a Mako with an OS FX .25.

August Minutes Approved.

Ken showed a Thrust Meter from Tri-energy. It measures up
to 5 Kilos.

Membership Report: Hovering towards 100.

Dave showed a Benny Box Car in Purple Ultra Coat. He
built heavy and enjoyed every ounce. He followed all the
advice and paid for it. AND, he didn’t fly it over on its back
or onto the highway like some others did.

Raffle:
Visitors:
Tom Zito and his son, Liam visited the field several weeks
back and STILL want to join. The 11 year old builds and
flies electrics. On Labor Day they visited. Horizon Hobbies
Delta wing was the trainer, and he’s excited to continue.

Adjourned
Minutes by Lowry.

FLT. INSTRUCTOR NEEDED, STILL!

Young Andrew Sweeny is in town and showed up at the
meeting.

One of our members still looking for a flight instructor to help
him get back into the hobby. Com'on, guys, don't be shy!

Ozzie and Joshua FLY BOATS at Brisbane, and would like to
join the club.

Don Hos, is looking for someone who can help him to get
back into flying again. He has glow fuel powered airplanes
and also acquired an electric powered trainer. He would like
to fly on weekdays at PCC. Anyone who is interested in
getting him back in the air please contact Don at
don.hos@comcast.net

EVENTS:
Sat 9/19 Portola Valley Flight Night 5-9:00 in support of
(Kids Science and Tech)
On Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, 10/9-11 there will be the
Smith Ranch Old Timers Events.

NO NOVEMBER NEWSLETTER

New Members: None

Due to work travel, there will not be a November issue of
PCC newsletter.

Treasury Report: The treasury is healthy.
Old Business:
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UPCOMING EVENTS

LIPO BATTERY SAFETY

October
12 Columbus Day
17-18 HMB Pumpkin Fest. Half Moon Bay, Ca
21 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Rm, Millbrae

Terry Dunn

This article is found on the web at
http://www.tested.com/tech/502351-rc-battery-guide-basics-l
ithium-polymer-batteries/

PCC Membership Dues are due!

RC Battery Guide: The Basics of Lithium-Polymer Batteries
BY TERRY DUNN

31 Bayside Auction, Holy Spirit Church, Fremont, Ca.
31 Holloween, USA.

Here are some of the basic things you should know about
making the most of LiPo batteries and properly taking care of
them.
With appealing attributes such as low weight, high energy
density, and ever greater discharge rates, Lithium-Polymer
(LiPo) batteries have transformed all facets of RC. The
emergence and continual improvement of these batteries has
provided a significant performance boost for RC cars, boats,
airplanes, and helicopters, while also paving the way for new
vehicles such as multi-rotors. All of this electric goodness
does not come without a cost. If not handled and utilized
properly, LiPo batteries can quickly become damaged or even
catch on fire. Today, I'm sharing some of the basic things you
should know about making the most of LiPo batteries. I will
also provide techniques to mitigate the risks that these
batteries pose.

November
11 Veterans Day, USA.
18 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Rm, Millbrae
26 Thanksgiving Day, USA.
December
16 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Rm, Millbrae
25 Christmas Day, USA!!!
31 New Year's Eve.
January
1
2015 AMA membership expires.
See http://www.ncrcs.com/ for more detailed information.

QR CODE FOR PCC WEB SITE LINK
If you have a QR code reader on your
phone, you can just scan the image on
the left and it will direct you to the
PCC web site. beats typing the whole
address in!

IT'S NOT TOO EARLY!

Lithium-Polymer batteries come in all sizes. If properly
used, they provide a tremendous performance advantage
over other battery types.

It is getting to be that time of the year again to renew your
AMA membership, also PCC and other clubs that you are
member of. You need the proof of AMA membership to be
able to renew PCC membership. So get it in early and don't
have to rush it later. Just a little friendly reminder!

Understanding the LiPo Lingo
When talking about a LiPo, the primary characteristics to
understand are the battery’s voltage and capacity. This is
typically noted in a shorthand such as “4S-2200”. In this
example, “4S” denotes that the battery has four cells in series.
The nominal voltage of each cell is 3.7 volts (4.2v
fully-charged), so the total pack voltage is:

AMA membership can be renewed on line at:

https://www.modelaircraft.org/joinrenew.aspx

4 cells x 3.7v = 14.8v.
When talking about a LiPo battery, the primary characteristics
to understand are the battery’s voltage, capacity, and
discharge rate.
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The second number denotes the capacity of the battery in
milliamp-hours (mAh). A fully charged 2200mAh pack is
rated to provide a current of 2200 milliamps (2.2 amps) for
one hour before it is fully discharged. This capacity value is
completely independent of how many cells are in series. In
simple terms, the capacity value allows you to estimate how
long a battery will provide useful power in a given
application. In practical terms for RC use, the capacity rating
is typically only helpful for rough comparisons of different
batteries. i.e. a 2S-5000 battery will provide about double the
run time of a 2S-2500 lipo in the same RC car.

The calculation tells us that this battery can safely be used in
a system that is expected to continuously pull 44 amps or less.
It also means that a fully-charged battery will last about three
minutes at that current draw. Using the same logic, a 4S-2200
30C battery would be valid for applications requiring up to 66
amps of current, with a two minute duration.
For aircraft models, the common practice is to select a battery
with a discharge rate that is at least equal to the maximum
current draw of the aircraft.
It is rare to have a RC vehicle that pulls a continuous
amperage value. The current draw will more likely be all over
the map during a race or flight. For aircraft models, the
common practice is to select a battery with a discharge rate
that is at least equal to the maximum current draw of the
aircraft (i.e. “full-throttle”). If you don’t know the current
draw of your aircraft, it can be measured or predicted.

While it was quite common 10 years ago, is now rare to find a
RC LiPo battery that uses cells in parallel. Let’s look at an
example in case you happen across one. A 4S2P-2200 battery
would consist of two 4S-1100 batteries wired in parallel to
provide a total 2200mAh capacity. All other things being
equal, you would care for and use this battery the same as you
would the previous 4S-2200 example (which is really a
4S1P-2200, but we ignore the 1P). There may be a difference
in physical size, but a 4S-2200 and a 4S2P-2200 are
functionally equivalent. The differences will really only
matter to the guy at the factory who has to assemble the
battery.

With RC cars and boats, hard acceleration can cause huge
short-term current spikes, which complicates things in terms
of selecting a proper battery. When in doubt, choose a battery
with a higher discharge rate. The performance of the vehicle
will only benefit from it. The only downside is that you’ll
almost always pay more to get a higher discharge rate.
Sometimes the batteries with higher discharge rates are
slightly heavier as well.
Safe Charging
I’ve not yet heard of a LiPo that burst into flames during
storage. All of the fire incidents that I’m aware of occurred
during charge or discharge of the battery. Of those cases, the
majority of problems happened during charge. Of those cases,
the fault usually rested with either the charger or the person
who was operating the charger…but not always.
The first lesson from all of this is to get a good quality
charger and learn how to operate it properly. Many chargers
on the market can charge LiPo and several other battery
chemistries (which is very handy). These chargers often have
built-in checks to make sure that they are configured properly.
Those safeguards are helpful, but it is ultimately the burden of
the user to make sure that things are kosher. Is the charger set
for the correct numbe

The discharge rate of a battery is an important factor
in determining the applications where it can be used.
Another important aspect to understand about LiPo batteries
is their discharge rate. This value allows you to determine
how many amps the battery can output continuously without
becoming damaged. Since many RC applications have high
amperage requirements, the discharge rate of a battery can be
a very significant factor in the overall performance of the
vehicle. The discharge rate is expressed as a multiple of C.
The internet can’t seem to agree on what “C” really means.
Whether it is coulombs of charge, the capacity of the battery,
or the one-hour charge rate isn’t really important for our
purposes anyway. The end result is the same.

Most multi-cell LiPo batteries feature two power connectors.
The primary connector provides the full series voltage of the
battery to whatever device it is intended to run. You will also
find a balance plug which enables you to tap into individual
cells within the battery. The voltages of the cells in a battery
pack may not stay in synch as they are cycled. The balance
plug allows the charger to ensure that each cell within the
pack is charged to the 4.2 volt maximum and no more. Most
other battery chemistries don’t require this level of precision
when charging. It matters with LiPos, so don’t overlook it.

Going back to our example of a 4S-2200 battery, let’s say it is
rated for 20C discharge. To calculate the maximum discharge
capability of the battery, we multiply 20 by the second
number:

Even when you’ve done everything properly, things can go
wrong while charging. The best way to prepare for this

20 x 2200 = 44000 milliamps = 44 amps
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circumstance is to fireproof your charging area. I have my
charging bench topped with ceramic tiles. I also place my
batteries in a fireproof container while they are being charged.
Neither of these precautions will prevent a fire, but they will
serve to mitigate the effects if a fire occurs.

venting) before things get out of hand. While I agree that this
is sound advice, I am also enough of a realist to admit that it
is impractical to keep a continuous watch (or even to always
be in the same room) every time I charge. To manage this risk,
I have a smoke detector just above my charging area. I also
have a baby monitor set up. I never leave the house while
charging, so I should hear the smoke detector regardless. The
baby monitor lets me hear any warnings emitted by the
charger or even strange sounds from the battery itself. My
system is not as good as keeping a continuous watch over the
battery, but I think it’s the next best thing.

r of cells? Is the charge rate within the battery’s limit? Is the
balance plug connected? All of these are things that should be
in your mental (if not written) charging checklist.

Safe Discharging
Emptying the electrons from our LiPo batteries is the payback
for tolerating their charging idiosyncrasies. This is where we
get to plug in and enjoy the performance benefits of LiPo.
Unfortunately, even here we must be mindful of some
limitations to avoid problems in the near term, as well as
down the road. We’ve already talked about verifying that
your battery must be chosen to withstand the amp draw of the
vehicle that it is powering. It is worth mentioning again since
it is so crucial. Using a battery that can’t deliver the amps will
result in lackluster performance and quite likely an early
grave for the battery. Generally speaking, the less that
batteries are pushed to their max (that goes for charge and
discharge), the more cycles they will provide.

LiPo batteries are usually charged using both he power
leads and the balance Leads. This ensure that all cells
within a battery pack are at the same voltage.

LiPo sack is a bag made of fireproof material that mitigates
the effects ofa battery fire.

A puffy LiPo is usually ok to use as long as
performance has not significantly degraded. This
overstuffed battery is ready for reitres!

There are several fireproof containers on the market that are
designed specifically for LiPo batteries. One of the most
popular is the LipoSack by WoodWorks Products. It is a
soft pouch made of fireproof material. LipoSack is a
sacrificial piece of equipment, but replacement is free if it
ever does fulfil its fire-squashing destiny. Like most good
ideas, there are cheap knock-offs of the LipoSack that may or
may not work as well. The stakes are pretty high here, so why
risk it?

Being kind to your LiPo batteries also requires that you
prevent over-discharge. This means that you should not let
the battery voltage drop below about 3.5 volts per cell. Most
modern Electronic Speed Controls (ESC) will automatically
warn you when your battery voltage is getting near the worry
point. It may pulse the power to the motor, shut the motor off,
or give you some other signature that it is time to wrap things
up. Make sure that you are aware of how your ESC will
notify you -- and listen when it talks. You can also monitor
the voltage of your battery with a small and inexpensive
voltage checker, which will buzz a warning when you reach
below a specified threshold.

To manage charging risk, I have a smoke detector just above
my charging area.
Everything you read will warn that you should not leave a
charging LiPo unattended. You want to be present to
recognize any early signs of failure (puffing, smoking,
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To prevent over-discharge you should not let the battery
voltage drop below about 3.5 volts per cell.

LiPos have great self-discharge characteristics; meaning that
they will hold their charge for a long time when they aren’t in
use. For maximum longevity, it is advisable to set batteries to
a storage state (about 3.8v per cell) if they are going to be
unused for more than a few days.

Over time, or perhaps from just one traumatic event, a LiPo
battery may get “puffy”. Depending on how much it expands,
it may or may not be ok to continue using it. A little swelling
is usually ok as long as the battery will still physically fit in
the vehicle. Once you notice a degradation in performance
from a puffed battery, it’s time to retire it.
LiPo batteries intended for use on RC cars are usually
encased in a hard plastic shell. This helps to protect the
fragile cells from damage during the roughhousing that it will
inevitably endure. Most other LiPos, however, have nothing
more than a thin layer of heatshrink tubing encasing them.
They are prone to accidental puncture with tools or knives.
They are also quite likely to be damaged if they are involved
in an aircraft crash. Be sure to thoroughly inspect any crashed
battery for damage and keep an extra close eye on it for the
next several charge cycles. Most RC racetracks and flying
clubs keep buckets of sand handy to safely quarantine suspect
batteries.

These 2 batteries caught fire while charging due to an
improper setting on the charges. Thankfully, the
ceramic container that they were in limited the
collateral damage.(lee Ray Photo)
End of Life Planning and Proper Disposal
Some recycling centers will accept Lithium-based
rechargeable batteries, and that’s always a good choice.
Unlike many other battery chemistries, however, LiPos are
considered safe to discard in your regular trash once they
have been fully discharged. The key is making sure that they
are actually fully discharged. You want the discharge to be a
gradual, controlled process, so nails and pistols are
considered poor tools for the job. I usually discharge a
trash-bound battery by connecting it directly to a large DC
lightbulb. I also do all final discharges on a large pad of
concrete with nothing else around. I’ve had several batteries
get hot and swell during this process, but none have caught
fire…

LiPo batteries intended for RC cars are typically
encased in a hard plastic shell to protectthe cells from
damages.
You may be able to mitigate crash damage to your battery by
analyzing the physics of a potential crash. Perhaps the battery
is located behind a bulkhead that has fasteners poking through
it. If crash energy throws the battery forward, those
protruding fasteners could very well puncture the battery and
cause much greater damage overall. Do what you can to
address the most likely scenarios.
LiPos have great self-discharge characteristics; they will hold
their charge for a long time when they aren’t in use.
Crashes definitely take their toll on batteries, but I’ve seen at
least as many LiPos that were ruined due to absent-minded
mistakes. The most common error is leaving the battery
plugged into the ESC. Even if you aren’t operating the
vehicle, the ESC still pulls a small housekeeping current that
will drain your battery completely if left unchecked.

A DC Lightbulb in an effective way to completely drain
a LiPo before it is discard.
I let the battery drain down to 0 volts before disconnecting it
from the lightbulb. I then allow the battery to cool to ambient
temperature. Once it is stable, I repeat the lightbulb treatment
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just to make sure there is no residual energy. Lastly, I connect
the positive and negative leads of the battery together to
create a short circuit and prevent and sort of energy recovery.
After sitting for a day or two in a fireproof container (to make
sure it is stable), I’ll put the battery in a Ziploc bag and place
it in the trash can.
Conclusion
Hopefully this article has not scared you away from using
LiPo batteries. While they do carry significant risks, being
aware of the dangers is the best way to combat them. As long
as you follow the basic operating guidelines and treat these
batteries with respect, they can be an irreplaceable energy
source for your RC fleet.
Terry spent 15 years as an engineer at the Johnson Space
Center.

Crowd gathers around Mike's P-51. Wish I knew what
they are saying! N.Cepernich photo

FROM THE BBQ DAY AT PCC!

Done with food, what now? N.Cepernich photo
Dave with the Benny Boxcar, an old timer design.

What else to do after eating, information exchange
(hangar flying) in the shade!

Kenny with his Benny Boxcar, there are 4 Boxcars in
the club! N.Cepernich photo
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Mike and Mike with the Showtime! N.Cepernich photo
Geppetto with his ???? N.Cepernich photo

Ray S.'s Dimona on approach!

Look who is all grown up and flying solo? Melanie!
N.Cepernich photo

Lew with his Raven.
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Great turn out at PCC.

Nice to see Martin is flying again!

Even Phil showed up at the BBQ!

Remember this guy? Jake tried to take out the
photographer at Los Banos! N. Cepernich photo.

Bob with his big e-glider wait for clearance to launch.

Jim R's Giant Stinger at the old PAM field. Now the
plane is seen at PCC piloted by Brian
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Next Meeting: Wednesday, October 21st, 7:30 p.m.
Still too DRY for the Turbine powered airplanes.
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